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Introduction
Ever since Human understood the concept of communication, numbers, and
counting, their primary style to counting and data calculations with help of
sticks or lines on walls of caves. Then they moved towards counting using ten
fingers of their hands, which probably is the basis of present decimal system.
According to the history the first computing device, which was developed
before 5000 years by China is ABACUS. By which we can calculate simple
addition and subtraction. It is still in use in south East Asia, China and Japan.
The first mechanical calculating machine, which is capable to perform various
arithmetic operations, was developed in early 1642, which was initiated by
French scientist BLAISE PASCAL (1623-1662). This calculating machine
mainly perform only two basic operations i.e. addition and subtraction. This
was named as Pascaling.
In 1822, Charles Babbage designed the early computer called difference
engine. Which could produce logarithm tables. He improved this machine and
came out with a new idea of Analytical Engine in 1833, which could perform
the basic arithmetic functions. This machine used punch as input output
devices. He is called as "FATHER OF COMPUTERS".
Mark One was the first electric and mechanical computer discovered by
Howard Aekain in 1939. Who work multiply is 6 sec and division in 12 sec.
The first electronic computer, ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator and
Computer) was designed in 1946. It has capability to perform about 5,000
calculations per second. This was a huge computer which occupied about
1,500 sq. ft and weighed about 50 tons. Which is also considered as the 1st
generation of Computer.
The computer as we know it today had its beginning with a 19th century
English mathematics professor name Charles Babbage. He designed the
Analytical Engine and it was this design that the basic framework of the
computers of today are based on. In the present 21st century we depend on
computers to fulfill our requirements at a very short period of time.
Some of the many purposes where Computers are used are
1. Email service such as Yahoo, Gmail for quick delivery of messages.
2. In hospitals for the purpose of patient care and hospital billing.
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3. Telecommunications in the form of mobile phones.
4. Defense in the form of missile guidance system and other defense
activities.

(The Present Day computer)
Definition of Computer
The term Computer is derived from a Latin word ‘Compute’ which means to
calculate or to manipulate
A Computer is anything that transforms process information in a purposeful
way.
In Simple terms
A computer is a device that accepts data and instruction (in the form of
digitalized data) and process it according to the given instruction and give the
output.
OR
A computer can be described as an electronic calculating device that accepts
raw data as input, processes it and produces meaningful information i.e.
output as result.
Input

Processing

Output

Storage

Feedback
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Functions of the Computer
The four basic functions of a computer system are as follows:
1. Data input
2. Data Processing
3. Information output
4. Data and information Storage
1. Data input:-Receiving of accepting information from outside sources.
Some of the input devices are as shown below.

2. Data Processing: - The processing is done by the computer processor.
A processor is the logic circuitry that responds to and processes the
basic instructions that drive a computer. The term processor has
generally replaced the term central processing unit (CPU). The
processor in a personal computer or embedded in small devices is often
called a microprocessor.

(Microprocessor)
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3. Information output: - The Output of a computer is done by Output
device.
An output device is any device used to send data from a computer to another
device or user.

(Output Device)
4. Data and information Storage: - The storage is done by a storage
devise. A storage device is any computing hardware that is used for
storing, Porting and extracting data files and objects. It can hold and
store information both temporarily in Primary Storage Devices and
permanently in secondary storage devices which can be internal or
external to a computer.

(Primary Storage)
Odisha State Open University
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Application of Computer
Computer are used in areas which require huge amount of data to be processed at a
short period of time to give desired required output.
Where computer is used
Computer is used in many fields and they are
1. Research: Scientific Calculations where a human is prone to error.
2. Large scale data processing which human being cannot do
3. Getting data from dangerous locations where a human being cannot
reach or may lose life.
4. Telecommunication and many more
5. Education: The computer provides various tool in the education system
like Computer Based Education that involves control, delivery, and
evaluation of learning
6. Health care: It used in hospitals to keep the record of patients and
medicines. It is also used in scanning and diagnosing different diseases.
ECG, EEG, ultrasounds and CT scans, etc. are also done by
computerized machines.
7. Entertainment: Audio video editing and pre and post production
activity is being done using computer system.
8. Banking: banking system is completely dependent on Computer
system. Online accounting facility, which includes checking current
balance, making deposits and overdrafts, checking interest charges,
shares, and trustee records.
9. Engineering Design: One of the major areas is Computer Aided
Design that provides creation and modification of images.
10. Defense: Computers are largely used in defense. Modern tanks,
missiles, weapons, etc. Military also employs computerized control
systems.
11. Weather forecasting: Huge capacity computer system are used in
weather forecasting.
Check your progress 1
Q.1. what is a computer? Describe the characteristics, functions and
application of computer?
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Components of computer and its Functions
The components of a computer include the following
Input unit: - The input unit is used to input data into the computer. Input
devices[1] are broken down into 3 categories: keyboards, pointing devices, and
Data-Entry devices. Keyboard, Mouse, Trackball, Touchpad/Pointing Stick,
Touch Screen, Scanner are the example of an input device.
Processing unit: - The processing unit is used to process the data. CPU is a
processing unit. The Central Processing Unit, or CPU, does nearly all the
calculating. It is the main microchip in the computer that distributes tasks to all
other parts of the computer. When most people talk about the processor, or
chip, it is actually the CPU they are referring to.
The CPU is comprised of 3 units
a)

Memory unit /cache: - During the time of processing raw data from the
RAM some data from RAM is brought from the RAM to cache
memory prior to processing to increase processing speed. This memory
keeps on filling up and gets emptied by the control unit till all the
instructions and raw data from the RAM get emptied. RAM on the other
hand gets filled up with instructions and raw data from the virtual
memory (A Portion occupied in the hard disk) by the control unit till the
program is completely executed.
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A BRIEF OVER VIEW HOW THE PROCESSING TAKES PLACE IN COMPUTER TO
GIVE OUTPUT

Hard disk: - A device to store huge amount of data and instructions.
Data from the input unit is taken by the control unit and stored in hard
disk or sent to RAM for processing .When working with heavy data and
instruction from hard disk RAM is a small place and so when data and
instructions are too heavy to be stored in RAM and so they are stored in
the virtual memory a Portion of hard disk for faster execution.
Instructions and data in RAM (Random Access Memory) go to the
cache memory for processing. Instructions and data from cache memory
go to the ALU for processing. After processing from ALU the output is
generated on printer/ monitor or stored to a hard drive. Once instruction
in RAM are over they are filled from virtual memory. The cycle
continues till all instructions are executed.
b) Control Unit:-It is responsible for controlling all parts of the computer.


Responsible in controlling the transfer of data and instructions
among other units of a computer.



Responsible in managing and coordinating with all the units of
the computer.



Gets instructions from the memory, interprets them, and
accordingly directs the operation of the computer.



Responsible in communication with input/output devices
for transfer of data or results from storage.
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 Does not process or store data.
c) Arithmetic and Logic Unit:-Arithmetic and logic section is comprised of 2
units. They are arithmetic section and logic section.
 Arithmetic unit: - Arithmetic section is used to perform all arithmetic
operation namely addition, subtraction, multiplication, division.
 Logic Unit: - Logic unit is used to perform all logic operations such
as comparison, selection, matching and merging of data.
Output unit: - Output unit is a devise which generates the output.
Example: - Printer

(Printer)

All the components of CPU
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Data Storage Devices
Computer memory refers to the devices that are used to store data on an
electronic computer. There are two basic types of memory: volatile (or
temporary), and non-volatile (or permanent).
Primary storage device : It is main storage unit to hold information ready for
processor to use while processing. It is small and quick. Exp:- RAM and Catch
Memory.
Secondary storage device : It is a device that hold information until it is deleted of
overwritten. It also called “additional or auxiliary memory”. It is used to store
large volume of data on permanent basis. Exp:- Hard disk drive, floppy disk drive
etc.
Primary Memory/ Temporary Memory (RAM)
RAM stands for Random Access Memory. It is the primary storage for the
computer. All programs, including the operating system, and any data they are
using must be in RAM for the computer to access them.
Primary storage (RAM) is called 'primary' because it is the main memory that is
accessible to the CPU. It is used to store data that is currently being used.
RAM is volatile, or temporary, storage. When the computer is booted, the
operating system is loaded into RAM. Any applications you use are located in
RAM, along with the data the application may use. A loss of power means that
everything in RAM is lost. Data that you did not save (any changes you have
made recently) are lost. To help protect you from this loss many applications
automatically save a working copy to the (permanent) storage on the hard disk at
regular intervals. (You can then recover most of your work.)
The amount of RAM a system has is among the key specifications you will look at
when considering to buy (or upgrade) a computer system. Without sufficient
RAM, the computer will work poorly, or not all. RAM is typically measured in
gigabytes (GB), and the more you have (within reason), the better your system is
likely to work (and the more it will cost).
Speed and Types of RAM
Most computers use dynamic RAM (as opposed to the more expensive, but faster
static RAM) for main memory in the computer. Currently, computers tend to use
DDR-1, DDR-2 or DDR-3 RAM chips. All are a type of synchronous dynamic
RAM (SDRAM) with each generation becoming progressively faster. Obviously,
for the best performance, you want DDR-3. All forms of RAM are fast compared
to disk drives and other mass storage devices, outperforming them by a factor of
1,000 times or more. (Solid State Drives are a special case discussed below.)
RAM chips are manufactured as circuit boards (dual in-line memory modules)
that are slotted into the motherboard.
Odisha State Open University
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ROM (Read Only Memory)
ROM refers to a Read Only Memory chip that cannot be written on or erased by
the computer user without taking special action. ROM is non-volatile, so contents
are not lost when power to the computer is no longer available. [src]
Initially, ROM was truly read only (hence the name). Any program it stored was
"hard wired" at the time of manufacture. This evolved into erasable
programmable ROM (EPROM) chips, as shown at right. These devices allowed
(at least some amount of) the programming to be erased and changed or
"flashed". Eventually, this technology evolved into the portable flash drives that
are so ubiquitous today and the new solid
state
drives.
The ROM chip contains all of the information needed to start the computer. The
BIOS (or Basic Input/Output System) checks to make sure all the necessary
hardware is attached and working. It then begins loading the operating system
found on the hard disk, in a special location, into RAM. This is often done in two
steps, with the initial phase called the bootstrap. Once the operating system is
fully loaded into RAM, control is turned over to the OS to complete the boot
process. The final steps in booting include starting necessary system utilities,
programs you have scheduled to be loaded at boot time, and configuring the
applications to run on your system.
Non-volatile (or permanent Storage)
Non-volatile memory is computer memory that can retain the stored information
even when not powered. Computer storage is often referred to as secondary
memory. It's where data is more permanently stored.Hard Disk, Floppy disks, Zip
disks, Tape Drives, CD/DVD drive, SSD etc are the example of permanent
Storage.
Hard Drive
The hard drive is where your software, documents, and other files are stored. The
hard drive is long-term storage, which means the data is still saved even if you
turn the computer off or unplug it.
When you run a program or open a file, the computer copies some of the data
from the hard drive onto the RAM. When you save a file, the data is copied back
to the hard drive. The faster the hard drive, the faster your computer can start up
and load programs.
A hard-disk drive (HDD) is a non-volatile device used for storage, located inside
the computer case. Like the floppy drive.
The hard drive is the main storage area in the computer. It is usually where you
put your data to be stored permanently (until you choose to erase it). It keeps data
after the power is turned off. The official name for a hard disk is Hard Disk Drive
(HDD), but is almost always referred to as hard drive.
Odisha State Open University
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CD: - CD stands for compact disk. It comes in two types.
 CD-R:- It follows the principle of WORM(write once read many)
 CD-R/W: - It can be written as many times and read as many times.
Erasing the entire disk and loading new data is possible.
DVD: - DVD stands for Digital versatile disk. It is a digital optical disk
storage which was developed in the year 1995 by Sony, Phillips, Toshiba and
Panasonic to store data. Capacity ranges from 4.7GB /single density to
8.5GB/double density. DVD is of 2 types.
DVD-R: - It follows the principle of WORM (write once read many).
DVD-R/W: - It can be written as many times and read as many times. Erasing
the entire disk and loading new data is possible.
Floppy disks
A "floppy disk" (or diskette) is a form of magnetic data storage; thin, flexible,
soft, flat piece of mylar plastic, packaged in a 3.5 inch plastic case. The reason
it was called a floppy is because obsolete (8 and 5.25 inch formats) types
would "flop" as you waved them. Floppy disks were invented by IBM and
were a popular form of data storage from the 1970's to the 1990's. The key to
their widespread use was their inexpensive cost and ease of portability.
Information could be transferred to a floppy disk, stored, disk removed, then
inserted into another system to then be accessed.
Although there was a variety of different sizes of floppy disks produced by
various manufacturers, the most widely used was the 3.5 X 5.25 inch [2]. (As
identified below) It is a form of secondary "permanent" storage and can hold
approximately 1.44 MB. The disk is inserted into a floppy disk drive, a device
that holds, spins, reads data from, and writes data to a floppy disk.
Other connected devices
The other connected devices are Printer, Mouse, Keyboard, Monitor etc.
Printers come in all price ranges and in many types. The most common for
home use are ink jets (bubble jets) and laser. There are specialized printers for
data plotting (mapping), photos only, labels and more.
A lot of printers are "all-in-ones" which simply means they combine more than
one function. They can be any combination of printer, copier, fax and scanner.
Printers: - Printers are used to output data as a hard copy. Printers
are classified into 2 types
1. Impact printers: - Impact printer refers to a class of printers that work by
banging a head or needle against an ink ribbon to make a mark on the paper.
This includes dot-matrix printers, daisy- wheel printers, and line printers.
Odisha State Open University
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Dot matrix printer

Daisy wheel printer

Line printer
2. Non-Impact Printers: - A type of printer that does not operate
by striking a head against a ribbon. Examples of nonimpact
printers include laser and ink-jet printers.

Laser printer

Odisha State Open University
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Ink jet printer
Mouse
A device that controls the movement of the cursor or pointer on a display
screen. A mouse is a small object you can roll along a hard, flat surface.
Mouse comprises of left button, scroll button, right button.
The mouse is an input device which is primarily used by physically
moving the device across a surface. This causes a pointer symbol, called a
"cursor", to move across the screen. The other input comes from pressing a
button while the cursor is over an object on the monitor, or "clicking". All
mice have at least one button, with the most common layout having three.
Gaming mice may have 7 buttons.
Left mouse button is used to
1. Click often termed as left click the buttons, icons, tabs etc.
2. Select the part of the document that is needed.
Right mouse button is used to
1. Cut and paste
2. Change the font
3. Any other option that is defined by
the software
Scroll mouse button is used to
1. Scroll the document.

(Mouse)
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Keyboard
The keyboard is basic input devices. A keyboard is the set of typewriter-like
keys that enables you to enter data into a computer and other devices.
Computer keyboards are similar to electric-typewriter keyboards but contain
additional keys.
Eamples of types of keyboards include: Keyer, Keyboard etc.
)
The keyboard has keys that, when pressed, send information to the computer.
The keyboard is the most widely used device for interacting with a desktop
computer. However, the touchscreen is the most common input for phones,
tablets and some laptops. The most commonly used keyboard, by far, is the
QWERTY layout, which almost all keyboards sold use. This is the same
layout as most typewriters sold within the last century. The second most
common, but a very distant follower, is the Dvorak Simplified Keyboard.
While this is technically better, the industry and consumer market as a whole
has mostly rejected it.
The keys typically found on computer keyboards are often classified as
follows:

(Keyboard)
 Alphanumeric keys – All of the letters and numbers on the keyboard. AZ and 0-9.
 Punctuation keys – All of the keys associated with punctuation such as
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the comma, period, semicolon, brackets, and parenthesis and so on. Also,
all of the mathematical operators such as the plus sign, minus sign, and
equal sign.
 Special keys – All of the other keys on the computer keyboard such as the
function keys, control keys, arrow keys, caps lock key, delete key, etc.
 Special keys on a PC Keyboard
1. Alt key – Short for Alternate, this key is like a second control key.
2. Arrow keys – Most keyboards have four arrow keys that enable you to
move the cursor (or insertion point) up, down, right, or left. Used in
conjunction with the Shift or Alt keys, the arrow keys can move the cursor
more than one position at a time, but this depends on which program is
running.
3. Backspace key – Deletes the character just to the left of the cursor (or
insertion point) and moves the cursor to that position.
4. Caps Lock key – A toggle key that, when activated, causes all
alphabetic characters to be uppercase.
5. Ctrl key – Short for Control, this key is used in conjunction with other
keys to produce control characters. The meaning of each control
character depends on which program is running.
6. Delete key – Sometimes labeled Del, deletes the character at the current
cursor position, or the selected object, but does not move the cursor. For
graphics-based applications, the delete key deleted the character to the
right of the insertion point.
7. Enter key – Used to enter commands or to move the cursor to the
beginning of the next line. Sometimes labeled Return instead of Enter.
8. Esc key – Short for Escape, this key is used to send special codes to
devices and to exit (or escape) from programs and tasks.
9.

Function Keys – Special keys labeled F1 to F12. These keys have
different meaning depending on which program is running.

Monitor
A computer monitor is an electronic device that shows pictures for
computers... Monitors often have higher display resolution than televisions. A
high display resolution makes it easier to see smaller letters and fine graphics.
There are three types of computer displays:
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The CRT monitor. Cathode ray tube
technology that was developed for
television. Monitors are made with
better parts which give a higher display
resolution and picture sharpness than a
television.
(CRT monitor)



The LCD monitor, the most common kind
of flat panel display. It is a newer
technology than CRT. LCD monitors
use much less desk space, are
lightweight and use less electricity than
CRT. They have been used for many years
in the screens of laptop and notebook
computers. They also work as touch
screens
in
tablet
computers,
mobile phones, and
other handheld technologies.
(LCD Monitor)



An LED Monitor (short for Light
Emitting Diode) or LED display is an
LCD Monitor that uses light emitting
diodes for back lighting.

(LED Monitor)
Speakers: - Speakers are the audio output devices used to listen to
sound from the computer. Audio output which include sound from the audio
track of music or movie or an animation.

(Speaker)
Odisha State Open University
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Let us sum up
A computer is a device that accepts information (in the form of digitalized data)
and manipulates it for some result based on a program or sequence of
instructions on how the data is to be processed and give the output. The
characteristics of computers that have made them so universally useful are
speed, accuracy, diligence, versatility, storage capacity, power of
remembering, no IQ, no feeling. The functions of computer include input,
storage, processing and output. Computer is used for scientific calculations,
large scale data processing, getting data from dangerous places and
telecommunications. Computers are classified into analog, digital and hybrid.
The generations of computer are 1st, 2 n d , 3 r d , 4 t h and 5th .The
broad overview of the computer is comprised of input unit, control unit,
memory unit, arithmetic logic unit and output unit. Coming to the detailed
view the computer is comprised of CPU, CPU fan, DVD, read all in one
internal, power supply{SMPS},keyboard, speaker, mouse , hard disk, sound
card, VGA card, RAM,CD-RW,DVD-RW, motherboard, monitor.
References
1. www.tutorialspoint.com
2.https://en.wikiversity.org/wiki/Input_Devices
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Introduction to Operating System
A computer system performs all its work with the help of two essential
resources namely hardware, software.
In order to complete any task or job and to produce meaningful output, both
hardware and software are required. If hardware is the ‘heart’ of a computer
system, software is its ‘soul’. A computer system can produce reliable output
only if its hardware and software work in proper coordination.
The common hardware resources are input/output devices, memory, storage
device, CPU etc. The operating system acts as a manager of the above hardware
resources and allocates them to specific programs and users.
For example when we buy a blank CD, it is only hardware and if we want to
watch a particular movie or listen to a particular song then we have to upload
the CD with that movie or that song. The movie or song that is uploaded on the
blank CD is a program/software. Similarly if we want to edit the photographs
on a computer system we need to upload ‘Adobe Photoshop’ or any other
software meant for photograph editing on the computer system.
Software and its Types
Software is a set of sequenced instructions written in a programming language
understood by the computer to solve a specific problem and perform basic
functions. It is the software that not only controls, integrates and manages the
hardware components of a computer system but also accomplishes specific
tasks. It is the software that tells the computer what to do and how to do it.
Software makes it possible for users to easily use the computer system.
Therefore, the usability and efficiency of a computer system depends on its
software.
The software is generally classified into two categories:
1. Application Software
2. System Software
1. Application software: - An application software is a computer program
designed to perform a group of coordinated functions, tasks, or activities for
the benefit of the user. Examples of an application software include MS Word,
MS Excel.
2. System Software: - System Software is designed to manage the system
resources and it also provides a platform for Application Software to run. The
System Software creates an interface between the hardware of the system and
Odisha State Open University
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the user. It makes the systems understand, the command entered by the user. It
also acts as an interface between Application Software and hardware. Example
of System Software includes Operating System like Windows, Linux and
software of printers, scanners, Interpreters, Compilers and Assemblers, Linkers
and Loaders, System Utilities etc.

(Types of Software)
Operating System Concepts
An operating system is the system software that manages and controls the
activities of the computer. Operating System makes a computer system user
friendly. It becomes easier for the user to communicate. It is the most important
program that runs on a computer system and execution of all other programs
depends on it. It is a set of integrated programs that supervises overall
functioning of the computer system by controlling the resources such as CPU,
memory, input-output devices and overall flow of information within the
system. It provides an interface between machine and its users.
Operating system’s programs are stored in the memory of computer. It is the
first layer of software that is loaded into computer’s memory when computer
starts up. All other programs are uploaded after it. In addition to this, operating
system also ensures that different programs being executed at the same time do
not interfere with each other. Examples of operating system are: DOS (Disk
Operating System), Windows 8, UNIX, LINUX etc.
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An Operating system is basically an
intermediary agent between the user
and the computer hardware.
 Manages
the
computer’s
resources.
 It’s a resource allocator.
 It is also used to control
programs to prevent errors and
improper computer use.
 It is interrupt driven.

(Users and Processes access the Computer’s resources through the
Operating System)
Function of Operating System
The primary objective of operating system is to make computer system
convenient to use and the secondary objective is to use computer hardware in
an efficient manner. The functioning of different operating systems varies
from each other, but generally there are some common types of functions
performed by all operating systems. The main functions usually performed
by most of the operating systems are as follows:
1. It boots the computer
2. User interface: it provide user interface i.e. command line, graphical
user interface (GUI)
3. Process Management: Creation, detection, deletion, Suspension,
resumption of processes and handling of errors
4. Storage management: Keeping track of memory parts currently in
use, Allocates and de-allocates memory space as when needed by
programs while their execution
5. Resource management: Managing the various peripheral devices
e.g. mouse, keyboard
6. Data management: Keep a track of the data on the storage devices.
It the operating system that only knows where the data is stored on
the disk and makes it available to application programs.
7. System management: Manage the basic working of a computer
system thereby making it even more efficient. Operating Systems
performs the following functions under System management:
Odisha State Open University
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Windows Operating System
Windows: - Windows is an operating system sometimes called as “MSWindow” that has been designed by Microsoft Corporation.
The operating system is what allows you to use a computer. Windows comes
preloaded on most new personal computers (PCs), which helps to make it the
most popular operating system in the world. Windows makes it possible to
complete all types of everyday tasks on your computer.
It comes in 2 forms
 Single user Multi-Tasking Operating System: - A single-user multitasking operating system is a type of operating system (OS) that is
developed to do multiple tasks at the same time. An example of single
user multi-tasking includes printing a page of a different word document
at the same time allowing the user to edit other word documents.
Examples of this are Windows XP, Windows 7, and Windows 8,
Windows 10.
 Multi user Multi-tasking Operating system: -A multi user multitasking operating system is the operating system developed to do
multiple tasks of multiple users at the same time. Examples of these
operating systems are Windows NT, Windows 2000 and Windows
2016.
Versions of Windows Operating Systems for PCs
There are numerous version of MS-DOS and Windows operating systems
designed for personal computers (PCs). The versions are as follows
1. MS-DOS - Microsoft Disk Operating System (1981)
2. Windows 1.0 – 2.0 (1985-1992)
3. Windows 3.0 – 3.1 (1990–1994)
4. Windows 95 (August 1995)
5. Windows 98 (June 1998)
6. Windows ME - Millennium Edition (September 2000)
7. Windows NT 31. - 4.0 (1993-1996)
8. Windows 2000 (February 2000)
9. Windows XP (October 2001)
10. Windows Vista (November 2006)
11. Windows 7 (October, 2009)
12. Windows 8 (2012)
13. Windows 10 (2015)
Every version has its own several Editions.
Odisha State Open University
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The most recent ones include Windows 10 (released in 2015), Windows 8
(2012), Windows 7 (2009), Windows Vista (2007), and Windows XP (2001).
This tutorial is designed give you the complete basics ideas of using a Windows
computer, including how to use the desktop, how to open different files and
applications, and how to move and resize windows. The information in Block
will apply to Windows 7.
Windows 7 Operating System
Windows 7 is an operating system that Microsoft has produced for use on
personal computers. It launched in 2009 as an improvement from XP or Vista. It
provide Graphical User Interface (GUI) Interface that allows you to visually
interact with your computer’s functions in an easy, fun and logical way.

(Windows 7 Desktop View)
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My Computer
My Computer is the source of all resources in the computer including drives,
control panels and data. Upon double clicking on My Computer allows the user
open the drives and we come across the following

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

(My Computer)
Organize
System properties
Uninstall of change a program
Map Network drive
Open control panel
Drives

Organize
Organize: - Upon clicking on the organize option guides the user to the
following options as shown below.
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Cut: - This option is used to cut a file or folder from a
particular drive or folder and place it elsewhere using the Paste
option.
Copy: - This option is used to copy a file or folder from a
particular drive and place it elsewhere using the paste option.
Rename: - This option is used to rename a file/folder.
Select All: - This option is used to select all
 The drives
 The folders in a particular drive
 The files in a particular folder.
Layout: - This option is used to change the layout of the organize
screen.

Clicking on layout .This option shows or hides the
 Menu bar: - Checking it shows the menu bar.
 Details pane: - Checking it shows the detail Pane.
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Preview Pane: - Checking it shows the preview pane.
Navigation Pane: - Checking it shows the navigation pane.
Delete: - Delete a Folder or a file
Rename: - This option is used to rename a folder or a file
Close: - This option is used to close the My computer

System properties
A feature found in Windows that displays basic overview of your computer,
System Properties allows the user to customize many system settings and
access Device Manager

This gives the information about
1. Which Operating System is being used .Here it is Windows 7 ultimate
2. Rating :- windows assessment about the system that is being used
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It is in terms of









Processor :- Calculations per second
Memory(RAM) :- Memory operations per second
Desktop performance for Windows
3D Business and gaming graphics performance
Disk data transfer rate
Which processor is being used :- Here it is core I3
Installed memory: - Which means how much RAM is the system.
Pen and touch: - Shows if a light pen is installed or touch pad
is installed.
 Computer name :- Shows the computer name
 Workgroup :- Member of Domain/workgroup
 Product Id: - Product Id of the installed windows system.

Device Manager

Device manager is an OS feature that lets us to view and change the
properties of the devices attached to the computer
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Right click on the device Universal Serial Bus controller and click on
properties.

This option is used to
1.
2.
3.

Enable and disable the devices
View Driver details of the devices
Update driver details of the devices
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Remote Settings

Remote settings: - To allow someone to connect to your computer using
Remote Desktop.
Step-1

Step-2
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Step-3
Click on Add to add users

Step-4
Click on check names

Had the remote name was found clicking on the OK button connects to the
remote user?
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System protection

This involves creating a system restore point so that any point of time data
can be restored from the restore point.

This involves 2 options
Configure:-
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Create:-

Type in the name of the restore point and click on Create to create the
restore point.
Advanced system setting
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This option is used to set the Performance, user profiles, Startup and Recovery
and environment variables.
Uninstall or change a program

This option is used to uninstall program
Map network drive

This option is used to map a networked shared folder on the server with client
pc.
Step-1

Step-2
Click on the properties
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Step-3
Click on the share button

Click on share at the server
Step-4
Click on map network drive as shown below
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Enter the folder name located at the server as
\\server name\share name
Or you can browse the shared folder click finish
Open Control Pane l

The Control Panel in Windows 7 is the place to go when you need to make
changes to various settings of your computer system. You can control most
Windows commands and features using the various options and sliders in the
Control Panel.
To open the Control Panel, click the Start button on the taskbar and then click
Control Panel on the Start menu. Windows 7 gives you three different views for
looking at your computer’s Control Panel: To switch views, click the View By
drop-down button (labeled Category by default) in the upper-right corner of the
Control Panel and then choose one of the views from the button’s drop-down
menu.
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Category view
By default, the Control Panel is displayed in Category view, which is separated
into eight categories, ranging from System and Security to Ease of Access. To
open a window with the Control Panel options for any one of these categories,
simply click the category’s hyperlink.

The following table gives you a description of all the Control Panel categories,
including the various programs you can find by clicking each category’s
hyperlink.
Click This Category Link
System and Security

User Accounts
Network and Internet
Appearance and Personalization

Hardware and Sound

Clock, Language, and Region
Programs
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To Display These Groups of Links
Action Center, Windows Firewall,
System, Windows Update, Power
Options,
Backup and Restore,
BitLocker Drive Encryption, and
Administrative Tools
User Accounts, Windows Card space,
Credential Manager, and Mail (32-bit)
Network and Sharing Center, Home
group, and Internet Options
Personalization, Display, Desktop
Gadgets, Taskbar and Start Menu,
Ease of Access Center, Folder
Options, and Fonts
Devices and Printers, AutoPlay,
Sound, Power Options, Display, and
Windows Mobility Center
Date and Time, and Region and
Language
Programs and Features, Default
Programs, and Desktop Gadgets
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Ease of Access
Programs

Ease of Access Center and Speech
Recognition
Used to uninstall a program

You’ll notice that some Control Panel windows and dialog boxes can be accessed
in more than one way. You can also find most Control Panel programs by doing a
Start Menu search.
Check your progress 2
Q 1. What are the items that one comes across upon double clicking my
computer?
A.

Q 2. What is meant by system properties?
A.

Drives
Drive: - A drive is a medium that is capable of storing and reading information.
The picture below is an example of different drives listed in Microsoft Windows
My Computer.

In the above picture shown on this page, Local Disk (C) is the primary hard
drive, D: and E: are partitions of the hard drive, and F: is the DVD-RW drive.
Normally, the DVD-RW drive is the last drive so in most situations the primary
hard drive is the C: drive.
How to Open a Drive
Double click on My Computer from Desktop or press (Windows Key +E)
shortcut key
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File and folder management in Windows 7
 File: - A file is a resource for storing information, which is available
to a computer program and is usually based on some kind of durable
storage.
 Folder: - A folder is a virtual location where programs, files, and other
folders can be located.
Double click the folder and you can see the contents of the folder as shown
below.
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How to create a folder under a drive
Right click on the drive and you get the option as shown below.

Follow the earlier steps to create a file under a folder
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How to delete a file under a folder
Double Click the Folder
Right click the file and choose the option Delete

How to rename a file under a folder
To Rename a File in the Folder

To Delete /Rename a folder right click on the folder and follow the same steps
as that you did on a file.
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Deleting all files under a folder
Let us consider a folder say sandy

1.
2.
3.
4.

Left Click the first file
Shift and left click the last file in the folder
Press Del key to delete files. These files go to the recycle bin
Press shift + Del key to permanently delete files.

Deleting specific files under a folder
Deleting Specific Files from a folder: - Let us consider the folder say sandy

Select the file and Press the Del key to delete the selected files.
Hiding a file under a folder
To hide a file: Right Click on the file and you get the menu
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Copying a file from one folder to another folder
To copy a file from one folder to the other Follow the Following Steps
1.

Double Click on My Computer
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2.

Open the source drive

3.
4.

Open the source folder
Right click on the desired file to be copied

5. Open the Destination drive
6. Open the Destination folder
7. Right click and paste
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Cut a file from one folder and paste it into another folder

To cut a file from one folder
Steps

and paste it to the other Follow the Following

1. Double Click on My Computer

2.

Open the source drive

3. Open the source folder
4. Right click on the desired file to be cut
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5. Open the Destination drive
6. Open the Destination folder
7. Right click and paste
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Check your progress 1
Q1. What is a file and what is a folder?
A.

Q2. What are the operations that are performed on a file and folder?

A.
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Let us sum up
A computer is a device that accepts information (in the form of digitalized data)
and manipulates it for some result based on a program or sequence of
instructions on how the data is to be processed and give the output. The
characteristics of computers that have made them so universally useful are
speed, accuracy, diligence, versatility, storage capacity, power of remembering,
no IQ, no feeling. The functions of computer include input, storage, processing
and output. The operating system is the most important program that runs on a
computer. Operating systems perform basic tasks, such as recognizing input
from the keyboard, sending output to the display screen, keeping track of files
and directories on the disk, and controlling peripheral devices such as disk
drives and printers. Computers cannot function without an operating system.
Computers are classified into multi-user, multi-processing, multi-tasking, and
multi-threading and real time. The operating system acts as an interface
between the user and hardware. We learn about windows 7 and its use, how
files and folders are managed in windows 7.We learnt about system protection,
remote settings, device manager, advanced settings, uninstall a program, map
network drive, control panel, drives, folder and file management, windows 7
installation.
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